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"Touchcopy" is a hard to find yet extremely useful copy software for Apple products like iPods,
iPhones, iMacs and iPads. It is currently available for download free of charge at The Pirate Bay.

"TouchCopy" is a very complex and powerful tool that uses a technique of'scrambling'
or'steganography' to hide a copy of data within another. It can be used to copy music, videos,

photos, documents and other forms of data to a computer and then to another device (an iPod,
smartphone or tablet) and/or to remote servers. This allows the user to transfer a "huge amount" of

data (several Gigabytes or even Terabytes) from one device to another without experiencing any
noticeable loss in quality. How it works TouchCopy works by using'scrambling', or'steganography', a
technique used to hide a data'record' within another record. This technique usually involves breaking
data into small chunks, applying certain maths to each of the chunks and then re-assembling them
into the original data. This technique, when combined with steganography, a term derived from the
Greek words'steganos' meaning 'covered' and 'graphy' meaning 'writing', makes it possible to hide

data in another record. The scrambled data is given a name and is then hidden within another
record. The other record contains a reference to the location of the hidden data. When the data is

required, the record containing the reference is opened and the hidden data (the scrambled data) is
revealed, ready to be copied to a computer or any other device. When copying, the touchcopy

hidden record is simply used as a'shortcut' (a means of copying a file) and not as the main file. This
means that the touchcopy is only used to hide the data and not to transfer it, which does away with

any loss of quality of the file. This means that if the user has to copy several files (a particularly
common occurrence for the iPod), the data from each file (the scrambled files) will be hidden within

separate files, thus avoiding any loss of quality. The hidden record reference will refer to the location
of the newly created file containing the hidden data. The file names are usually created and saved

with a timestamp to keep them in order. TouchCopy also allows the user to copy data or
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